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Maths
SHAPES!

To continue with our topic of StormBreaker, can you
write a non-chronological report on spies and spying?
What can you find out about the history
of spies? Who are some famous spies?
What does it take to be a spy?

GPS

Can you use your super spy skills to solve the mystery
of the obstacle course catastrophe?
Use your knowledge of spelling and grammar to assist
your marvellous deductive brains in finding the culprit!
See the attached evidence to help you in your mission!

Reading Challenge

Have a go at completing the shape challenge.
In the first task, decide if the statements are always
true, sometimes true or never true.
In the second task, see if you can work out which
picture goes on each of the blank faces of the cube
net.

Science
To help our spy survive their mission, you need to
design them an outfit to keep them safe. It will need to
be waterproof, warm, robus so it doesn’t tear during
the mission and comfortable.
Think about a range of materials and their properties,
decide which would be best suited for each part of the
outfit and show your design!

Topic

PE

James Bond Geography

Obstacle course

James Bond has carried out may of his spying missions
all around the world. Use the attached map to label
the following countries he has been to:

Design an obstacle course to be completed as part of
your spy training! It should be challenging but also get
your heart beating.

Jamaica, China, Croatia, Turkey, South Africa, Lebanon,
Morocco, Azerbaijan.

Include: speed activities, balancing activities,
gymnastic activities and try to include an element of
problem solving (unknotting a skipping rope whilst
jumping on the spot for example).

Select 3 of these countries and create a mini fact file
about them that might help James Bond on a future
mission

Times Tables Rock Stars

Mindfulness / Well-Being
Colours and Patterns

Read the first chapter of
Stormbreaker and answer the
questions attached.

How many points can you earn on studio this week?
100? 500?! 1000?!?!?!

Draw your own pattern of
overlapping circles. Choose two
colours and colour each part in.
You cannot colour two pats next to
each other the same colour.

